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`What should the therapist do,' someone asks, 'when he comes across a person who is bound to die?'
Let him or her die peacefully.
To this end, one should get the person to live up to the very last in a vital way, without craving for life or harbouring a fear of death. The minute before death is a minute all the same. Until that very last instant, life should be vital and bright. In the old story of Ishida Mitsunari' s refusal of a persimmon on the way to his place of execution, there is something to be tasted. It is wrong-headed to do nothing and to let those precious last moments vanish into thin air simply because one is going to die any way.
There is no difference or inequality between fifty years or five minutes. From the moment you are born it is determined that you will die some day. There are a great many living creatures that live for only five or ten minutes. Nevertheless, that span of life has a significance. Whether you live for a hundred years, ten years, or three months, it is still a lifetime. As yet, there is no-one who has attained a life-span of ten thousand years, and though we cannot begin to imagine living for a hundred million or a trillion years, even a hundred million trillion years is a short time. Among those stars that shine so brightly, we can see some that have a history of a hundred million trillion years. There is no reason to suppose that it is because there is fifty years of life ahead of you that you should live vitally, and that ten minutes of life should therefore be treated as of small account. You should live in a vital way right up to that final instant.
This may be done easily if, in the ordinary way of things, you keep in mind the fact that man is mortal, but most people forget that every day they are dying and that human beings are mortal : it is when they draw near to death that they remember and make a fuss. Even this is a welcome thing. The more you take the opportunity to make a fuss at that final juncture, the more optimistically are you living and the more vitally are you acting, though it is preferable to forget that you are dying and to live light-heartedly and vitally right up to that final moment.
There are those who make a dying person die many times over while he is still alive by telling him that he is dying ; they kill the dying person before he dies and allow him only to breathe. This is wrong. It often happens that someone is killed through solicitude, but living is more important than solicitude. You should attach more importance to the life of the person who is about to lose it than to the convenience of those who will remain after him.
Human beings are, from the beginning, born to no end. Having been born, people create all sorts of ends for themselves, but these ends or purposes are expedients for living. They are not the true end of living ; the purpose of living is living.
Men do not know what life is ; only nature knows this. Men do not know why the sun shines or why the sky looks blue. Men do not know why they themselves exist. It is simply because we are born that we live. The important thing is to live life to the full.
Every wave of the hand or kick of the leg holds within it a demand for a full life. This demand ought to be the reason why you forget about death and live. To forget about death until the moment of death is natural. When death draws near, do not grow flustered or afraid, and again do not think that you don't want to die or what would be the best time to die : simply live. You should refrain from whittling away at life for the sake of ends that have been created by human beings.
It goes without saying that when someone faces death he should refrain all the more from doing things that whittle away at life. As a result, he should be able to live in a vital way right up to the last moment. The therapist should guide him accordingly.
The therapist, therefore, encounters not people who are bound for death, but only people who should live life to the fullest extent. Seeing someone as dying, as working, as eating, as being disobedient or obedient, as being obligated to believe, as having never to slacken his or her guard - these are the various points of view of an observer. People are not as this or that ; they are simply living. The activity that is living is directed into an outburst of temper or into tears, into energetic action or into thought, or into marriage, giving birth and maturing, without halting for a second until living is fulfilled and life comes to an end. It is like the body's growing tired and demanding to sleep. There is only living in a vital way. This is how the therapist sees things.
Someone asks what should be done about a person who resists your view of things.
Let him resist. Recognise his spirit of resistance. Teach him to resist you in a better way. The person who resists you will follow you even as he resists. It is because he has been acknowledged as being able to resist you. Entrust your life to the person who knows you was a saying of the ancients. It is natural that the person who offers resistance should follow someone who is able to acknowledge that resistance. To resist is to be filled with vitality. If one person resists you, one hundred will follow you. The person who resists will follow you, too, even as he resists.
The practitioner of the therapeutic art should give guidance along such lines. When someone who resists me leaves me, it is because there is something in me that stands against his resistance. If there is nothing that stands against his resistance, he will not resist and refuse to follow what you say. So you should let someone who rebels against you rebel against you, and recognise his strength in rebelling against you ; and then the rebellious person will follow you even as he is rebellious. If those who merely acquiesce in what you say are taught to resist and go against you, everybody will come to follow you in an energetic way. With those who merely acquiesce without opposing or going against you, there comes a time when they will leave you.
Someone asks whether opposition, resistance and growing angry are wrong.
Certainly not. If you grow angry, you should be angry. It is wrong to proceed by feigning not to be angry when you are angry. If, however, you do not grow angry in the face of resistance and rebellion, you are in a position to know the significance of these things. Such a therapist does not encounter resistance and rebellion. He simply sees people' s dispositions. In essence, people are not disposed to be acquiescent, and it is seeking to make them obey that causes resistance and rebelliousness. The cause of another' s resistance and rebelliousness lies in ourselves. His feelings of resistance and rebelliousness are the same as the feelings within our hearts. The same feelings are being manifested. There is no need to restrain these feelings. If you think they should be restrained, there will be even greater resistance. And if, while thinking that you should restrain them, you do not actually restrain them, there will be ever greater opposition.
`Why does he go against me despite the fact that I taken great pains and striven my best on his behalf?'
Here' s the answer : `Taking great pains is the reason. Striving to do your best for his sake is the reason. Being conscious of your striving is the reason. Making a show of your exertions is the reason. If in your heart there are no feelings of your having taken pains, and you have simply worked some things out on his behalf, then you can be happy at his possessing a rebellious spirit. He goes against you because you harbour the desire to reproach him for his contrariness. His view of things is not shallow ; it is your view that is shallow.'
(to be continued)

